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And Then There Was Four:
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Men’s lacrosse upsets Chico State to
advance to final four, 12

Sp rin g Fever: Ending
an awful hookup, 4
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Cal Poly opens its doors to past, present
W here to park
^Traffic
will not be
permitted
on North
Perimeter
Road adja
cent to the
Kennedy
Library.
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4 The H-4 lots near the
Cal Poly Foundation
Administration building
will be closed.
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▼ Th e H-10 and H-11
lots near buildings 38
<and 10 will be closed
from 5 p.m. today to 5
’ p.m. Sunday.
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A Califomia
Boulevard (C-4 Lot) will
be dosed from
5 p.m. today to
5 p.m. Sunday.
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^ Grand Avenue at the
Parking Structure entrance
and Perimeter Road will be
closed from 6:30 a.m. to 2
p.m. today. Vehicles display
ing proper identification
may access inner campus
lots.

► The 10th Annual
Open House to treasure
royal traditions of
Cal Poly
By Samantha Yale
M USTANG D A ILY STA FF W RITER

T he theme for this year’s 10th
A nnual
O pen
House
is
“Treasuring Royal T raditions,”
and the name seems to fit with
the full weekend o f activ ities
planned for all to enjoy.
T he Poly Royal parade is back
in modified form for the second
year since it was eliminated near
ly a decade ago. T he parade, open
to the public, will take place on
campus starting at 9 a.m. Saturday
in the University U nion and wind
down on Perimeter Road. It will
still include the traditional Poly
Royal staples such as the rose
float. Poly Goats and R O T C , said
Carina Yamaguchi, Open House
Com m ittee chair.
“We ju st brought it back,
meant it to be a little bit closer to
hom e,” she said.
T his year’s event will also have
a number of activities for ch il
dren, such as a treasure hunt and
face painting.
“Treasuring Royal Traditions” is
being put on by a group of 24 vol
unteer students on the Open

House C om m ittee who have
spent four to six months preparing
for the weekend.
Open House will take place
Friday through Sunday, kicking
off with Adm itted Stud ents’
Preview
Day
Friday.
Conditionally admitted students
and their supporters will have the
chance to visit the campus when
day classes are in session and
check out what campus life is like.
They can also attend a University
W elcom e
session specifically
geared to their college.
Some of the other events on
Friday include a visit to Design
Village in Poly Canyon, Horse
U n it tours and the C al Poly
Rodeo.
Saturday will start off with the
Poly Royal Parade and will be fol
lowed by the tractor pull, Greek
W eek “M ock R o ck ,” Dance
Dance Revolution and the music
departm ent’s
O pen
House
C oncert, just to name a few.
Additionally, dozens of campus
clubs will set up booths for
prospective students to visit, some
taking part in a carnival open to
the public.
“They get to show off what
they’ve been doing,” Yamaguchi
said of the clubs. “A lot of stu
dents don’t know w hat’s out

see OPEN HOUSE, page 10

Performance brings
Parnell to
support IT Mexican culture to life
students
**Any time we can expose
By Susan Malanche

MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

By Emily W6ng
MUSTANG DALY STAFF WRTTER

Increasing rumors and tension
between the Orfalea College of Business
and the industrial technology deprartment has encouraged As.sociated
Students Inc. President Jake Parnell to
step into the picture.
Last Thursday
• ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ M i Parnell and a
► Date set for IT group of IT stu
dents met with
college change
O C O B Interim
d ecisio n , see
l^ a n
Terri
page 2.
Swartz.
Parnell
helped the stu
dents organize an agenda, including
questions about the budget and the
alleged $10,000 donation from Boeing
reported “missing.”
“She mostly talked about how the
student fee increase has been distrib
uted,” Parnell said. “And she assured as
that the donor funds were in an account
for faculty to use whenever they see fit.”
Swartz officially respemded to other
student-generated questions in a memo

see IT, page 2

Mexican culture will come alive
this weekend as student dancers pre
pare to take the stage and share their
pride, culture and tradition with San
Luis Obispo.
“Imagen
y Espíritu
Ballet
Folklórico,” a Cal Poly dance group,
will celebrate their eighth annual
México de NcKhe Saturday at the
Cal Poly Theatre. The group of 25
Cal Poly and Cuesta College stu
dents has been practicing for the
performance since fall quarter.
Nyarit, Guerrero and Jalisco are
the three regions of Mexico that will
be presented as distinct dances from
different regions of Mexico, which is
folklórico. Each dance depicts the
theme of a man ciTurting a woman
who continues to ignore him until
the end of each song. Dancers wear
colorful and traditional costumes
while performing with defined pos
ture, footwork and choreography.
Construction management senior
and club president Octavio Barba
has been a dancer for nine years and
has witnessed the group’s continuous
hard work.

people to our culture ids
worth it.”
Ariana Zamora

modern languages and
literatures senior
“Everyone hás improved sti much
throughout the year, and now we’re
all very excited about performing,”
he said.
Mixlcm languages and literatures
senior Ariana Zamora has grown up
watching her parents dance folklóri
co, but this will be the first time
Zamora’s family will see her perform.
“Imagen y Espíritu” was founded
in 1991 and consists of students who
perform throughout the community
and all (if Califomia. This year they
have had 15 performances, includ
ing Children’s Day in the Mission
Plaza and Pacheco Elementary
School.
“Any time we can expose people
to our culture it’s worth it,” Zamora

see DANCE, page 6
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Students from "Imagen y Espíritu," a Cal Poly dance group, practice
their folklórico performance this weekend.
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Student w riters present
creative pieces Saturday
tion of the way motor vehicles hold
M USTANG DAILY STAFF W RITER
a critical place in our psyche.
“In class, Mike is insightful but
Closet writers and poets walk
doesn’t speak much," Clark said. “He
through the streets and hallways of
is hysterical and remarkably talent
Cal Poly unnoticed everyday.
ed. His poetry is like a thrill ride. It
Until now.
moves at the speed of the associating
The winners of the most recent mind.”
Cal Poly Creative Writing Contest
English graduate student Bethany
will read their work at 7 p.m. Thomas will read from “Virgil
Saturday at Sandwich Factory. At Among the Bees,” which received
the event, seven winners will read third place in the poetry category
excerpts from their works, which and “Galahad and the Fisher King,”
include four poems, three stories and an honorable mention fiction piece.
one novel. All the winners will be
“(Thomas) blends classical refer
published in “Byzantium,” Cal Poly’s ences with contemporary circum
literary magazine, which will be stance to create works that are lyri
available at a discounted price cal and beautiful,” Clark said.
Saturday.
Thom as’s first novel, “T he
“Byzantium is an extraordinary Labyrinth,” has been accepted for
print document,” said Kevin Clark, publication, she said.
the director of the contest and
In the fiction category, Garrett
English professor.
Milner, an English senior and sec
Two English students and two ond-place winner, will read from
design students produce “Byzantium” “Find Rest, O My Soul,” and Nicole
as their senior project. The maga> Biggers, also an English senior, will
zine, first published in 1990, show read from “Christmas in the
cases the future writers and teachers Californios, 1833,” which won third
of California, Clark said.
place.
English graduate student Marc
Mamie Parker, an English gradu
Cohen, first-place winner in the fic ate student who earned second place
tion category, will read an excerpt in poetry, will read from her entry,
from a novel titled “Flapper.” In the “T he Splitting of Coral.”
novel, a teenage girl falls in love
“M am ie’s work possesses an
with a troubled young man.
atmospheric, descriptive quality,”
Cohen’s story can be character Clark said. “Her work is both lyrical
ized by “idiosyncratic characters and and psychological.”
slightly strange settings,” Clark said.
Physics senior Mollie Small, who
Cohen, who would like to become a received honorable mention in the
writer and teacher, writes adult and poetry category, proved that English
young adult fiction.
majors do not always win the con
English senior Mike Clearwater, test.
who took first place in the poetry
“There are exceptionally talented,
category, will read “Combustion artistic people in the sciences,”
Engine,” an impressionistic depic Clark said.

crime Round
April 16

Around 3 a.m.,SLOPD responded to a burglary in
progress at Mustang Village. The resident had locked
his door earlier in the night while going to visit some
friends. When he returned home, he found the burglar
in his apartment. The thief had entered through the
resident's second story balcony and used tools to
break into the apartment. The resident and two
friends detained the suspect until police arrived. The
burglar was charged with residential burglary and
possession of burglar tools.

By Jenny Hubbard
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IT decision to be m ade in June
By Emily Wong
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF W RITER

President Warren Baker and
provost Paul Zingg will reach a deci
sion on the industrial technology
department’s college affiliation by the
end of June.
“The first question is whether the
(Orfalea) College of Business is an
appropriate place for IT to be,” Zingg
said. “We don’t want to give up too
stxin on something.”
For the past 10 years, the IT
department has been affiliated with

the O CO B. Nationwide, IT programs
are placed in a variety of colleges.
When the School of Professional
Studies and Education was dissolved,
IT was forced to find another college
to join. In the process they chose the
CX^OB over the College of
Architecture and the College of
Agriculture, Zingg said.
Since the move, IT cited “fit” and
“comfort level” as reasons to petition
to leave the O C O B in hopes to join
the College of Agriculture.
“If IT were to move we would lose
13 percent of our students,” Swartz
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April 19

A window in Trinity Hall was broken by a golf ball early
Saturday morning. A report was taken, but no sus
pects were found at the scene. Its been a slow week for

the Crime Round up.
April 20

A yellow 21-Speed Mongoose mountain bike was
reported stolen near the Recreation Center. The crime
occurred Friday but was not reported until Sunday
morning.

April 22
Around 1230 a.m., a 1995 Honda Civic was spotted by an offi
cer committing a traffic infraction. The officer activated his
emergency lights but the vehicle failed to stop. The car
reached speeds of over 50 mph on su rf^ e streets and more
than 90 mph on Highway 101 while ascending and descend
ing Cuesta Grade. The driver braked suddenly and made a Utum In the center of the highway, heading back down the
grade. The car eventually ran out of gas near Nipomo. All four
occupants were arrested and eventually booked at the County
Jail.
— Graffiti was reported on a wall at the Grand Avenue Parking
Structure. Police took photos; there are no suspects.
— A student reported a credit card theft to security at the El
Corral Bookstore. It is believed that the credit card was used
by another Individual to purchase goods from the store.

IT
continued from page 1
distributed to all IT students via email.
“There are three root issues in the
memo that are based on the meeting
with (Parnell),” Swartz said. “I wrote
the memo in response to the meeting.”
In the memo, Swartz assures stu
dents that she has “not cut the IT pro
gram ai>d there are rto plans to cut the
IT program." She anticipated “all the
non-tenure track IT lecturers will
apply to be part of the 2003-04 parttime teaching pxxil for IT” and the four
finalists for the IT tenure-track faculty
have IT experience inclixiing industry
and academic experience.
Swartz has acknowledged student

concerns and said they are “entitled to
express their opinions." She also said
she has a standing offer to meet with
any students who have questions.
Parnell, alotrg with some IT stu
dents, are scheduled to meet with
Swartz again taext week.
“There are still some topics we are
planning to discuss,” Parnell said.
IT students first appniached ASI
board of directors chair Luke Parnell
with their concern, Jake said. He said
his main purpose in the situation is to
“provide a link between students and
administration.”
“I’m not going to take a stance and
I won’t take a stance,” Jake said. “All I
can do is support students wIvy are get
ting ixit there to voice their opinions
and support their major. (Student gov
ernment) wants their voice to be
heard.”
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said. “We would also lack a huge
component
of
our
college:
Technology oriented education."
Baker and Zingg will review facul
ty and student concerns as well as the
college strategic plan.
“Whether IT stays in the (Orfalea)
C O B or moves to the College of Ag,
all parties will have to work together
to create a successful union,” Zingg
said.
Swartz said she believes IT belongs
in the O C O B and Zingg assured that
if they stay there “all concerns
brought up will still be addressed.”

Up

543-5282
lOlT Monterey St., SLO

Saturday, April 26, 7pm

Saturday, May 3, 8pm

8TH ANNUAL
M EXICO D E N O CH E

SAN LU IS O B IS P O SYM PHONY
S E A S O N FIN A LE

Presantad by Imagan y Espíritu Ballat Folklórico

Presented by San Luis Obispo Symphony

Cal Poly Thaatre

Cohan Center

Saturday, April 26, 8pm

Sunday, May 4, 3 & 6pm

O PEN H O U SE C O N C E R T

T H E POSTM AN D E L IV E R S . . .R O B E R T P O S T

Prasented by the Cal Poly Music Department

Presented by Cal Poly Arts

Cohan Center

Cohan Center

Sunday, April 27, 2:30pm

Friday, May 9, 8pm

A LL-S T A T E WIND O R C H E S T R A C O N C E R T

M OCK R O C K

Presented by Cal Poly Music Dept.

Presented by Friday Night Live

Cohan Center

Cohan Center

Wednesday, April 30, 8pm

Saturday, May 10, 7pm

U N IV ER SITY MICHIGAN M ENS CH O IR

SAN LU IS O B IS P O C O U N TY YOUTH SYM PHONY

Presented by Cal Poly Music Dept

Presented by SLO County Youth Symphony

Cohan C enter

Cohan Center
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National/Intemational News

Mustang Daily

NationalBriefs
Space program pioneers, soci
ologist compare Columbia dis
aster to Challenger accident
HOUSTON — Space program
pioneers told Columbia investigators
Wednesday that shuttle wings were
never designed to he struck by any
thing and suggested NASA sh(iuld
have taken the potentially catastroph
ic problem much more seriously.
NASA’s quick dismissal ot wing
damage from a chunk of foam insula
tion also was criticized during the day
long public hearing by a sociologist
who spent nearly a decade studying
and writing aKiut the Challenger dis
aster.
The space agency never fixed the
underlying institutional problems that
led to the 1986 tragedy and many of
them
were
repeated
during
Columbia’s dcx)med flight three
months ago, Boston College’s Diane
Vaughan said.
“Neither one of these accidents
that we’ve had on shuttle require
Ph.Ds in physics to understand,’’ said
Robert Thompstm, whi^ headed the
shuttle program during the 1970s and
helped design the spacecraft.
“Erosion rates on an O-ring, when
there should be no erosion, is an obvi
ous thing,” he said, referring to the
Challenger accident.

President Jorge Batlle on Wednesday
offered the United States help with
postwar humimitarian aid.
The two leaders, meeting in the
Oval Office for aK)ur 40 minutes, also
agreed on efforts to expand trade
between their countries. The Bush
administration is involved in 34nation talks to create the world’s
largest free trade zone, covering the
Western Hemisphere from Alaska to
the tip of South America.
TT\e president also spoke on the
phone with his chief Iraq allies,
British Prime Minister Tony Blair and
Spanish Prime Minister Jose Maria
Aznar. In the three-way call, the lead
ers reviewed ptjstwar humanitarian
and reconstruction efforts and
applauded the steps toward a new
Iraqi government represented by a
U.S.-led meeting near Nasiriyah last
week. White House spokesman Sean
McQ)rmack said.

Powell says there will be con
sequences for France's opposi
tion to war with Iraq
WASHINGTON — Secretary of
State Q)lin Powell is warning France
it faces conscx^uences for trying to
bliK'k the U.S.-led war with Iraq, and
Bush administration officials are
exploring ways to exclude France from
stime NATO meetings.
A senior U.S. official, speaking on
condition
of anonymity,
said
Wedne.sday the recommendations
Bush meets with Uruguay's
would be based on the notion that the
president, speaks to Turkey's
U.S.-French relationship ntust be
prime minister
altered.
WASHINGTON — Not a mem
Potential punishments were dis
ber of President Bush’s “coalition of cussed Monday at a meeting of top
the willing” on Iraq, Uruguay assistants to Powell, Vice President
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Dick Cheney, Defense Secretary
[Donald H. Rumsfeld and Condoleezza
Rice, the president’s national security
adviser.
These could include excluding
France from meetings with U.S. allies
and bypassing the North Atlantic
Council, of which France is a member.
Bypassing the council, N ATO’s
governing Kxly, could mean exclud
ing France from U.S. deliberations
with European and Canadian allies
because France is not a member of
NATO’s
Defense
Planning
Qimmirtee, where the talks would be
shifted.
Such a step was taken in February,
when NATO convened the little-u.sed
committee to get around French
opposition and break a stalemate
about protecting Turkey from po.ssible
retaliatory attacks by neighK^ring Iraq
in case of war.

to flee the outbreak packed the capital
city’s train station and airport.
David Heymann of the World
Health Organization said tjae new
travel alert, which includes China’s
Shanxi province, was necessary
because “these areas now have quite a
high magnitude of di.sease, a great risk
of transmission kxally ... and also
they’ve been exporting cases to other
countries.”
The advisory, which says any
unnecessary travel to those kxiatitms
should be postponed, will be reviewed
again in three weeks, he said.
Previously, WHO warned against
non-urgent travel to Himg Kong and
the Chinese province of Guangdong,
where the virus was first reported last
November.
Dr. Paul Gully, director general of
Health Canada, said he would chal
lenge WHO’s assertion in a letter.

IntemationalBriefs

Alleged terrorist leader denies
charges in start of trial in
Indonesia
JAKARTA, Indonesia — The
world’s most pxjpulous Muslim nation
tightened its squeeze on a suspected
terror group Wednesday, trying its
alleged spiritual chief, arresting his
hand-picked successtir and uncover
ing a cache of btimb-making materi
als.
Indonesia has been under intense
pressure to crush the Jemaah
Islamiyah group and reaffirm its com
mitment to the U.S.-led war on terror
after its vwal opposition to the war in
Iraq.
Jemaah Islamiyah, which Western
intelligence services say has ties with
the al-Qaida terror network, is being

Travelers warned away from
Toronto and Beijing, which fail
to contain SARS virus
TO RO N TO — Global health offi
cials warned travelers Wednesday to
avoid Beijing and Toronto, where
they might get the SA RS virus and
export it to new ItKations.
Canadian officials angrily said they
would challenge the health advisory
and declare».! their nation’s largest city
still “a safe place.” Toronto is the first
kx:ati(in outside of Asia targeted in
efiii)rrs to contain the disease.
In Beijing, Chinese officials said all
public schiXjLs would close TTiursday
for two weeks, affecting 1.7 million
children. Thousands t)f people trying

blamed far the Oct. 12 Bali bombings
that killed 202 people.
Police announced Wednesday they
had arrested 18 Jemaah Islamiyah
members, including three suspects
wanted in the Bali bombings.

Iraq's lifeblood of oil resum es
flow with a trickle
BASRA, Iraq — Engineers began
restoring the lifebkxxJ of Iraq’s shat
tered economy Wednesday, pumping
crude oil for the first time since the
war. Although the oil is not for
export, the quick startup means one
of Iraq’s largest fields could be back to
prewar production levels within
weeks.
U .S. Brig. Gen. Robert Crear
turned the tap at a storage facility
outside the southern city of Basra and
watched as slick black crude dribbled
from the spigot and oozed between
his fingers.
“Now we’re in the oil business,”
Crear said, laughing.
The oil will be used for domestic
production only, and the meager flow
sprang from just four of hundreds of
wells in Iraq’s southern oil heartland.
But the rekindled petroleum pro
duction is a sign that Iraq is already
capitalizing on its biggest natural
resource and top economic hope.
Once transformed into refined
prexiucts such as fuel oil, the petrole
um will be distributed throughout the
southern part of the country for use in
vehicles, pxwer plants and generators,
officials from the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers said.
Briefs compiled from The Associated
Press wire service by Mustang Daily
news editor Andra Coberly.

Your Hunqj|7 Fpr|t .
www.mustangdaíly.c:arpoly.edu
Graduate to a great new guitar!

SLO Transit's Short Range Transit Plan Needs
Your Input. Be a Part of the public review
and comment sessions.

Blue note Plusic

The lost Short Ronge Tronsit Plan was adopted in June, 1997. The City of Son Luis Obispo hos recently
hired a consultant to determine how to maintain, manage, and improve transit throughout the city. This
is your opportunity to speak up.
Did you hnow Col Poly currently subsidizes the transit system with a portion of the parking fees? The
subsidy this year is $250,000 with a 3% incrcose coch year for the next three years. The subsidy en
ables Cal Poly to mointain the zero fare progrom for its riders. Cal Poly's riders need to hove o strong
voice in the transit system. Now is the time to speak up.

Hour con SLO Tronsit
Better Serve the Col
Poly Rider?

• Shorter Headways?

• Cal Poly Designated Routes?

• Evening Service?

• Better Bus Stop Signs?

• Easy to Read Schedules?

• Improved Shelters?

Serving SLO with the fin est selection o f guitars
an d stringed instruments since 1986!

Martin
• Collings
• Taylor
• Santa Cruz
•

• National
• Larrivee
• Alvarez
• Breedlove

Don't &€i L e ft O ut—Le t
Your Voice be Heard.

n iP lifiP lllfli

Cowwwt»» AA(m«

\

Phone; 809 -796-A680
FAX. 80S-796-7445
6mo«l e|janaar<ecal|w>y«au

SponMUcii by;
' • ••-

Dote:

Moy 1. 2003

Time:

10:00om~ 1:00pm
4:00pm-7:00pm

Place:

UU 221
Son Luis Lounge

**Refreshments

SI.O Tnmsil. City o f Sen I..mís Obtxpo
Commuter ft Acccm Service», l!mvcr»ity Police

be served**

Visit our new location &
Enter now to win:
•A New Big Baby Taylor Guitar
• A New Martin B ackpacker
• Straw berry M usic Festival
w eekend p asses for two
• Hoot Road Show concert tickets

570 Higuera St
S u ite # 1 2 0 in th e C re a m e ry

805 541-6188
-

www.bluenotemusicslo.com
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How to lose a guy Graduates face jobless market
in 10 minutes: Ways G
to end a hookup
t’s spring quarter, and no one has the time to waste weekends making out
with someone they’re not into. You often realize it wasn’t a good idea to
hop in his sober ride after last call, or that she was a lot hotter at the keg
than she is in your nxjm. But the damage is done, and there you are, lying
next to him or her, scheming for a way out.
Putting the brakes on a hcxjkup is an art, a precise science that requires
a balance of honesty and deceit. If you play your cards right, you can get
what you want and spare the victim’s feelings.
First, evaluate why you want to halt the hookup. Sometimes, one or both
of you is just too drunk. If you’re afraid you’ll end up getting sick, or he’s
turned into a slobbery, octopus man, then just say so. Being blunt in this sit
uation is usually the best option, because most subtlety is lost on a drunk.
And any harshness in your voice will be long forgotten with morning’s
hangover. Just don’t feel guilty about speaking up: Nobody likes being
pawed at by someone who’s wasted, and all that rolling around will only
make them dizzier.
Many times, you’re just not in the mood. Stress, fatigue and hormones
can affect your libido and you just don’t feel up to an in-depth romp. Your
partner may think that sex is the perfect way to de-stress, but tension will
usually amplify any physical insecurity.
“1 hate to hookup when I feel fat or unattractive,” said a friend. “Every
time he touches me I feel grosser and grosser.”
If you’d rather sleep than get naked, it’s
imfKirtant to he tactful or feelings might get
hurt.
“I know that if a girl said she wasn’t in the
mood, I’d think there was something wrong
with me,” said one junior guy. “1 need a reason
or I’ll take it personally.”
There’s the old headache excuse, often true
but so cliché that it’s unusable. Or you can
feign interest in a movie or TV, but your
hookup will get annoyed that they’re less inter
esting than “Elimidate.” Girls, you can gener
ally use the excuse of menstruation; he proba
bly won’t ask you to prove it. But a boyfriend
might realize that Auntie Flow has visited
three times this month and get suspicious.
Overall, I would suggest a long look into his or
her eyes and say that you’d rather just cuddle
and talk. Chicks will eat this up, and guys will
just blame it on the typical girl need for Kinding.
But if all you say is, “Yuck, no I don’t want to,” don’t expect many more
offers after that.
Unfortunately, some sexual encounters are not so easy to evade.
Sometimes you find that you’ve flirted yourself into a comer with someone
you barely know, and have no choice but to tunnel your way out. People
can’t always read the sigitals you give - you may appear coy or coquettish
when you’re really just tr>’ing to think of a polite way to deny him. Too
many girls are worried about hurting people’s feelings. Ttust me ladies, if you
shcxjt him down and scamper away, he’ll get over it. Just because he took
you to a date party or walked you home doesn’t mean you owe him any
thing.
Most girls have had to deal with shady guys, drunk on jungle juice and
their own ego. The key is to diffu.se the predicament while you can. You can
fake a phone call (he didn’t hear it ring because it was on vibrate) and
excuse yourself saying your best friend just got dumped. Or pretend to be
much drunker than ytxi are and lock yourself in the bathroom while mak
ing retching stiunds. Trust me, he’ll get grossed out and stagger away. Or if
you’re the one who’s totally blitzed, try to stay face down and as limp as pos
sible. You’ll look like a corpse, which is pretty salty to most people.
Drunken people have very short attention spans.
Guys, all of these tricks can work for you too - there’s a lot of crazy chicks
out there.
We college kids are fickle creatures, and we have the right to change our
minds. While we don’t want to be rude, it’s much worse to get it on and be
gros.sed out the next day. If you can be sassy and savvy, there will be no
sweeter solace than sleeping alone.

I

Shallon Lester is a speech com m unication senior who has a tendency to
sham elessly bootleg the names of Kate Hudson movies. Oh, and she's a
Mustang Daily colum nist. E-mail questions, com m ents or lawsuits to shallonlester@ hotmail.com.

raduation definitely meant
something different leaving
high school - going to co l
lege, moving out on your own and
another four (Five? Six?) years of
school. College graduates face a dif
ferent situation. To some seniors,
m entioning
graduation
either
excites them, or sends them into a
minor nervous break down. T he
more and more 1 talk to people, the
more I realize that the latter of the
two seems to he the case.
Those graduating in June are
about to enter one of the most diffi
cult job markets in about a decade.
It seems kind of strange to me.
Think back to your senior year of
high school. After receiving college
acceptance letters, life was a breeze.
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was so
.......... ~
much to
look forward to. Moving to a new
place, meeting new people and final
ly getting that much needed freedom
from your parents.
I was always taught that if I
worked hard in high school and got
into a good college, then finding a
job would be pretty easy when I was
ready to graduate.
Nobody ever told me that the
only jobs that would be available
would be the same jobs I held in col
lege
Now, four years of unbelievable
amounts of fun later, most of my
graduating friends are headed back
home to live with the parents they
couldn’t wait to get away from. Not
exactly what you were picturing four
years ago, right?

over those who simply have a college
degree.
Those graduating in June
Brad Karsh, chief executive of
are about to enter one o f
the Chicago job search company,
JobBound, said that fewer companies
the most difficult job mar-'
will take the step in this market to
kets in about a decade.
hire someone new, especially
unproven new grads, including
T he fact of the matter is there is M BA students.
A nother option that graduates
not anything anyone can do, just
hang out and wait until the economy have is in the military. Some
recruiters say the government and
gets better.
1 have only one good friend that military are hiring aggressively.
said
the
actually has a job waiting for her C ollegeRecruiter.com
when she graduates. Out of all of the Central Intelligence Agency had 80
graduating friends I have, that num to 90 job postings on its Web site,
ber seems extremely ridiculous. ranging from analysis to field opera
Congratulation Candace, your offi tions positions.
New
Jersey
Institute
of
cially the most successful one out of
Technology
said
its
students,
who
all of us.
I am now happy that I decided to had been favoring the dot-com com
graduate in December. I told my par panies in the past, are now headed
ents “there is no possible way for me into government and military jobs
to graduate in four years,” but the because that is all that is out there.
Most experts are optimistic that
truth is 1 was just being lazy, and
wanted to stay here as long as possi the job market .should improve after
ble. My little white lie has ended up the war. W ith the way things are
currently going, this could mean
being a blessing in disguise.
As all of my friends are stressing that unemployed graduates may not
about finding a job, most of which have to wait as long as they
are not even in the field they would thought.
I must say, that among all of this
like to go into, I am thankful to have
had
news, it is sure nice to know that
five more months to send out
resumes and keep my fingers crossed C h elsia C linton has a six-figure
salary waiting for her when she fin
that the job market will improve.
O ne option that seems to be ishes her studies at Oxford. I guess
incredibly popular among seniors that is what it takes these days. Too
avoiding the job market is graduate bad my dad was not president of the
school. Many people who never United States.
even thought of attending graduate
school are now considering the M eghan Nowakowski is a jo u rn al
option that will give them a couple ism senior and M ustang D aily staff
more years of leeway, and a jump w riter.

Letter to the editor
Let the good goddess rise
Editor,
Said you’re afraid of things ycxi don’t know
You try to resist but you’re part of the show
You ain’t scared of the question, but you fear the answer
Every night you bleed for a caase you won’t lead
Think you’re special, just like everyone else
Think it’s those arexind ya’, rKX you that needs help
S(xne run ftw the door, you duck and cover
Fame is your mistress and mcmey’s ytxir lover
Every n i^ t you ask Jesus to be a Saviour
Stupid child, you don’t see she dtxi’t like your behavior
Those ten commandments helps no one to win
Your ego’s your crutch, your igrKxance is sin
The world, it treads at a dtximsday speed
A axmtry full of gluttotvs, a world full of greed
Those who stand back will soon fall down
Those who act now will stand on solid grixmd
I watch the old system start to disappear
1 see the new’ arise ;md bury those of fear
Let the walls fall down that were made by man
And let the GixxJ Cioddess rise once again

Letter policy
Letters become the property of the Mustang Daily.
Mustang Daily reserves the right to edit letters jtx grammar,
profanities arid length. Letters, commentaries and cartoons
do not represent the views of the Mustang DaHy.Please limit
length to 250 words. Letters should include the wrltef's full
name, phone mmiber, major and class standing.

Bymefl:
Letters to the Editor
Buildng 26,Room 226
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo
CA 93407
B y fa x :
(805)7566784
By e^naii: mustangdailv@hotmail.com
Letters must come from a Cal Poly e-maHaccount Do
not send letters as an attachment. Please send the text In
the body of the e-mail.

Attention:
Your letter will not be printed unless you submit it in the
correct format

Zubin Koshy is a music junior who is transferring out of Cal
Poly due to its ignorance, materialism and lack of spirituality.
Ç» ~V'- -
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TV m arriages: Not the quintessential love story
randma plops down in the recliner and
the grandchildren scurry over to kneel at
her feet. “Grandma, Grandma, tell us
about when you met Grandpa,” they say.
“Well, it all started back in 2003, when 1 wore
my favorite skimpy outfit, sttxxl on a platform, said
my name and smiled. At that moment, America
knew 1 would he perfect for your grandpa.”
l^xisn’t quite have the same ring to it as that
“met-pops-at'the-neighhorhcxxl'picnic” story your
gmndma told you,
does it?
The above sce
nario ciiuld he a reality someday, with shows such
as Fox’s “Married By America.”
“Married By America,” a reality show which
debuted in March and had its finale a month later,
followed five twenty-something singles as they
agreed to become engaged to and potentially marry
on the show .someone chosen for them by their
friends, family, relationship experts and viewer
call-in polls.
The singles themselves were not allowed to
meet or have a say in detennining the matches
prior to the engagement.

G
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On a Feb. 28 edition of “Extra,” “Married By
America” executive prtxlucer Ted Haimes .said, “In
different parts of the world, in Japan and India,
people get put together in marriages. They’ve been
put together by their family and friends and it actu
ally turns out that they’re happy.”
That’s fine in theory, but arranged marriages in
other countries are a far cry from an American TV
show.
Serge Kreutz of the Qxkattx> Pre.ss explained
that participants in arranged marriages grow up
learning that love is something that will come with
time, not something that must already be present
in order to wed, as is commonly the case in west
ern culture.
“To a certain extent, love is just the psycholog
ical result of extreme closeness. As long as the two
primary parties involved in an arranged marriage
treat each other decently, and as long as the stxzial
foundation is sound and the union ble.s.sed by the
two families involved, love indeed will usually
evolve,” Kreutz said.
On Married By America, however, the contes
tants are Americans, with American values. TTiis
includes the ingrained Ixilief that marriage is an

Hard for New York's
new sm oking laws to
follow California's lead
ew York Mayor Michael Bloomberg got
his wish on March 30 and it has already
taken a life.
In New York City, it’s illegal to smoke in bars,
nightclubs, company cars and while standing
under sidewalk awnings. Lighting up in restau
rants was banned a while ago. But bars? Some
East Coast people go to bars to drink, smoke and
meet people - in that order.
So now a bouncer at a Manhattan bar no
longer just checks IDs and breaks up fights. Now
dtxjrmen like Dana Blake, the victim of a stab
bing, must monitor the bar and keep it smokefree.
Blake barely lived two weeks after the new law
was passed. He asked two brothers, Jonathan and
Ching Chan to put out their cigarettes. They
refused and he tried to escort them out of the bar
when he was allegedly stabbed with an unidenti
fied sharp object. The brothers have been
released since nobody will step forward as a witness.
The
SmokeFree Air Act of
2002 can’t be judged on the actions of two crazy
people. Friends and family of Blake, however,
verbally attacked BUximberg at Blake’s funeral.
The motivation of the law is the same as
California’s years ago. One argument is New
Yorkers and Californians are different people liv
ing in very different places and a blanket law
should not be imposed.
Yes, the California laws - no smoking in
restaurants or workplaces - have reduced smok
ing and second-hand smoke but does that mean
the same will happen in New York City?
According to an Aug. 12, 2CX32 article on the
BBC News Web site, Bloomberg compared his
proposed laws to California’s.
“All of the evidence suggests that in
California, where they did this, that actually the
patronage of restaurants and hats - the amount of
money spent in them - goes up, not down,” he
said.
Support of non-smokers is common.
California patrons were relieved at the laws since
they could watch live music or hang at a bar and
not worry about cigarettes. But that’s California.
Smoking is more prevalent on the East Coast
and just because smokers are kicked out of estab
lishments doesn’t mean they’ll stop smoking.
Not to mention the climate difference. When
San Luis Obispo smokers go outside in the win-
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It all starts with blanket anti-smok
ing laws, but the problem is much
bigger than kicking smokers out o f
bars. The new laws are one step in
the right direction, but will they
make a difference?
ter, they face a tough 40-degree wind with some
rain. New Yorkers face below-zero temperatures,
snow or sleet.
Should smokers be able to smoke inside? No.
Is there a solution to the problem? Stop smoking,
1 guess. But that’s harder than catching pneumo
nia for a fix.
None of this involves a statewide ban in work
places taking place in July. This is the tip of the
iceberg.
Overall, smoking is taking lives every day and
anti-smoking laws must exist.
The Lung Association Web site published an
article saying, “a National Cancer Institute study
showed restaurant wofkers are 30 percent to 50
percent more likely than the general public to
develop lung cancer because of their exposure to
second-hand smoke at work.”
That must stop.
No matter the death toll, the tobacco industry
is very influential in government. An Illinois
judge made Philip Morris pay $10.1 billion in
damages for false advertising, conning smokers
into believing “light” cigarettes are safer than
other brands.
The company has threatened to file for bank
ruptcy because it can’t pay the $10.1 billion and
keep up its share of a contract Big Tobacco signed
in 1996 to pay the states $246 billion over 25
years.
If Philip Morris goes belly-up, other tobacco
concerns wixild follow. Then the tobacco indus
try’s money going to state governments would
disappear - a serious setback and more budgetary
issues to deal with.
It all starts with blanket anti-smoking laws,
but the problem is much bigger than kicking
smokers out of bars. The new laws are one step in
the right direction, but will they make a differ
ence? Probably not.
Ryan McAdams is a journalism senior and
Mustang Daily staff writer.

With the stars o f ''The Bachelor”
series now all once again, well,
bachelors, what will it take to
make networks understand that
these TV.-m arriage schemes just
d on t work?
institution for two people who have come to meet,
know and love each other.
Furthennore, the contestants did not meet the
rest of the criteria Kreutz speaks of. A week’s worth
of videotapietl dates hardly constitutes a .solid,
social foundation. Similarly, the frequent yelling
matches between couples, and feuds among their
families couldn’t qualify them for decent treatment
or family blessings.
This may help explain why not one of the
arranged unions ended in marriage. The rela
tionship counselors deemed three of the cou
ples unfit for marriage before they even
reached the altar, and of the two that made it
to the big day, one bride rejected her gnxim

saying, “It’s a commitment that you make once
in a lifetime. This isn’t the way it should be
right now.”
As though we needed to be told.
Tlie groom of the other couple told his bride
that his feelings just weren’t as strong as hers. At
the altar. In front of all their guests.
It’s no small wonder that the grtxim’s feelings
didn’t have time to blossom under the unforgiving
lei\s of a camera in a week’s time, anyway.
With the .stars of “TTie Bachelor” series now all
once again, well, bachelors, what will it take to
make networks understand that the.se T V marriage
schemes just don’t work?
For one, a les.ser paycheck. As long as there arcstarving actors in Hollywixxl hungry for fame any
way they am get it, pnxlucers kxiking for a sure
buck and a voyeuristic audience, there’s a market
ft>r these shows.
Divorce-rates are on the rise and American
marriages could use some help, but reality TV is
not the aruswer.
Sam antha Yale is a journalism junior and
Mustang Daily staff writer.

More letters to the editor
'Sex and San Luis' column lacks depth, variety
Editor,
Is this a Playboy column or a school newspaper?
Writing to your audience is one thing, but who enjoys the visual in “Sex in San Luis,” of how Ms.
Lester’s shaved pubic hair makes her “itch like crazy in underwear and feel like a cactus when she has
sex ...” (“Equal opportunity: Take care of the hair down there,” April P ) .
There will always be an opinion to express and a population to tepresent by unbridled vulgarity,
but Ms. Lester’s trashy, graphic, sexual language does not warrant placement in the media for the gen
eral public. Her articles seldom illustrate the creativity to venture far from her realm of hormones and
unfortunately have cast a suspicious light on the Mustang Daily editing staff overseeing her. Thus far,
she has utilized the crutch of sex talk and genitalia details to capture her audience like a bad seventh
grade joke, and this has inhibited her from mnning with depth and variety, elements that are vital in
the professional world.
Ms. Lester, 1 admire your strength to share ytxir values boldly in bringing liberal thought to Cal
Poly, and applaud the passion in your writing. However, 1 challenge ytxi to communicate yixir con
victions in a more tasteful, discussion-provoking manner that will tnily open the doors to deeper con
versations on campus.
Camille Marie Lucio is a psychology junior.

There's a tim e and place for protest
Editor,
I am writing in response to James Medina’s rebuttal of “Site Appropriate for Protest” (“War pro
testors deserve respect,” April 22). First of all, the student who you mock as “whining” was only voic
ing his opinion, which is a r i^ t that he holds being a citizen of the United States. Second of all, he
has this right (as do you James) because of the millions of American soldiers who have risked their
lives from the American Revolution to Operation Iraqi Freedom. The question I pose to you is Iktw
can you disrespect the soldiers who have fou^t and still f i^ t to this day to give every ri^ t you pos
sess and seem to take advantage of friMn what you wrote? Furthermore, the individuals who built this
axmtry are those who fouf^t to overtake the British and give us a land of freedom called the United
States.
I tki respect anyone who has the courage to stand up for what they believe in. However, the prob
lem 1 have is people who are supposedly protesting something nonviolent end up committing acts of
aggression or violence. TTiat scxinds a little hypxx:ritical to me. TTie amusing fact of all this is that you
deem these actions constructive. I would love to indulge into your support of violent and aggressive
acts against law enforcement, but my 250-word limit in this letter impairs me from doing so. In cKising, I wcxild like to say ftxim reading your ignorant and naive words, I feel sorry knowing that ytxi are
a part of the Cal Poly student bixly.
Kevin Reilly is biochemistry senior.

Colum nist did her hom ework
Editor,
This letter is in response to Susanna Father’s article titled “Patriot Act II takes away civil liberties”
(April 22). That was one of the best articles in the Daily I’ve seen in a long time. She quoted facts,
actual sections of this horrendous act and left her opinion out as much as ptxisible. Maybe more peo
ple will start to check out who Ron Paul, R-Tex., is after the quotes she gave from him.
I do not consider myself a Republican; Green Party or Libertarian maybe, althixigh I refuse to be
labeled. However, Ron Paul is as gcxxl a Republican as they get, and he’s from Texas, gixxl ol’ G.W.’s
home state. Funny how a Republican from Texas could have such critical comments to make about
G.W.
I wtuild also like to commend James Medina for his letter titled “War protestors deserve respect”
(April 22). While 1 do not advcx:ate violence, I understand frustration with an administration that
brutally murders inmx:ent people and then awards “reconstruction” contracts to a select few individ
uals whom it is privy to. Ltxiks like the war will help the economy after all. Well, at least the econo
my of a few fat cats while they sit perched high above us Americans sitting in the trenches.
Mike Lydon is an industrial engineering senior.
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DANCE
continued from page 1
said.
■As in all its performances, “Imagen
y Espíritu” is striving to do more than
entertain its audience.
“We’re reaching hack to our roots
and where we come from,” Barha said.
“We want to bring hack our tradition
and share the richness of Mexico with
the community.”
Civil engineering senior and dance
coordinator Horacio Heredia has

Mustang Daily

worked long hours with the group for
this weekend’s performance.
“It can he challenging and stressful
at times, but to hear people clapping
and cheering for us makes it all worth
it,” Heredia said.
W hile some of “Imagen y
Espiritu’s” dancers have performed
folklórico for years, many are still
learning.
Mathematics freshman Maria
Trujillo was introduced to “Imagen y
Espíritu” last summer during a dance
workshop. The group taught a region
in two days, which normally takes an

Horacio Heredia, |
computer engi
neering major,
(right) and
Cecilia
Rodriguez, alum
na, practice
"Noche de
Mexico" in the
architecture
building.
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entire quarter. Trujillo danced folk
lórico in high school and continued to
learn more at Cal Poly.
“1 never imagined I would be danc
ing in college, especially with a group
known for such great qualities,”
Trujillo said.
Saturday’s performance will include
guest performers from the University
of California, Santa Cruz and Santa
Maria High School. Folklórico groups '
all over California have been inspir
ing each other to continue perform
ing.
Last quarter, “Imagen y Espíritu”
was invited to perform at California
State University, Northridge.
“Having other groups perform with
us makes us realize how far the
Mexican culture reaches,” Barba said.
This year’s theme of “orgullo, cul
tura y tradición” is what “Imagen y
Espíritu” will share with the commu
nity.
“Pride, culture and tradition are
what we strive to show' in our danc
ing,” Zamora said.
For these dancers, folklórico has
been passed down as a tradition of
their culture and they want to do the
same in performing.
“We’re inviting the community to
come and learn about our culture,”

LESLIE BURTON/MUSTANG DAILY

Cal Poly folklórico dancers practice in the architecture building in
preparation for their performance Saturday in the Cal Poly Theater.
Heredia said. “They can see how our
tradition is still present and strong
among ourselves.”
Saturday’s performance of México

de NiKhe begins at 7 p.m. in the Cal
Poly Theatre. Tickets can be purcha.sed at the Performing Arts Ticket
Office.

Cal Poly students celebrate
Asian-Pacific Islanders Month
clubs and organizations supporting
them.
They start with Asian Club
In celebration of Asian-Pacific
Awareness Day hosted by Chi Delta
Islander Month, many spimsoring
Theta today in the University Union
clubs and organizations at Cal Poly
plaza from 11 a.m. to nixm. Lantern
will host a variety of events and
Fest takes place on May 3 in the
activities through May 19.
University Union from 5 to 9 p.m.
Multicultural Center student assis
and is also hosted by C hi Delta
tant and kinesiology sophomore
Theta. The festival features cultural
Katrina dela Cruz said the purpose of
foods (Si dances.
API month is to demonstrate a col
The calendar of events is designed
lective commitment to express an into offer something for all.
depth knowledge of Chinese,
Professors will spend time with
Japanese, Korean, Vietnamese and
students to talk about Asian cultures
Filipino cultures in the Cal Poly
and religions. Two distinguished pro
community.
The stereotypical Asian American fessors are taking time to accommo
IS thought of as an extremely intelli date the students’ needs.
History professor Andrew Morris
gent perfectionist, an overachiever
whose tunnel vision will lead to suc will discuss Asian cultures on May 13
cess in college and the best jobs in from 1 to 3 p.m. at a location to be
the market, said speech communica announced. Philosophy professor Joe
Lynch will discuss Asian religions on
tions junior Christie Tjong.
Since Cal Poly is lacking diversity May 15 from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., also
and is most of the time misrepresent at a lixation to be announced.
Also taking place on May 15 is
ed, many misconceptions are not
poetry featuring the top national and
limited to the API community.
“I want my fellow students to go to international slam poets of Bullhorn
at least one of the events during API Collective, in Yosemite Hall main
month to gain a better understanding lounge from 7 to 10 p.m.
API month comes to an end on
of Asian cultures,” said electrical
engineering senior Jason Huang. “I May 18 in Mi.ssion Plaza from 1 to 5
feel when many students think of the p.m., with food and dance and infor
Asian community, they relate us to mation about all Cal Poly’s cultural
and
organizations.
The
kung pao chicken or big red dragons, clubs
but in fact there is much more to our Multicultural Center, Student Life
and Leadership and Associated
culture.”
The activities are as diverse as the Students Inc. host the event.

By Michael Marquez
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IV/iat fs ft with people who roll around town, 'Alpine stereo blastin'the
jams?'Is it a need for attention that drives them? Over-compensation? Or
is it simpi, a love of the music? One Mustang Dally staff writer dug a little
deeper to find out what it's really like.

Loud
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Bumpin'

Stereo systems more than just a statement
oud music being bumped in
cars can mean more than a
boost of the ego.
W ith hundreds of dollars that
some pour into buying the best
audio equipment for their vehicles,
questions arise: W hat’s it all tor? Is
it really worth it?
PsychoU)gy professor Dan Levi
said there are many reasons why
people need to play car audio sys
tems at ear-piercing levels. Levi
studies the psychological and orga
nizational impacts of technology.
“Music is a source of stress reduc
tion, not just a cry for attention,”
Levi said.
According to the Music Therapy
Association of British Columbia,
numerous studies have reported sig
nificant decreases in heart rate, skin
temperature and muscle activity
when music is used as part of one’s
relaxation process.
Dan C lark, an employee at
Lombards Auto Sound in San Luis
Obispo, said that hearing loud
music can make car trips go quicker
and traveling much easier on the
driver.
Cuesta College student Charles
Fant said he liked “bumping” music
for other reasons.
“Sometimes you want to hear it
(music) louder, you can feel the
vibrations,” Fant said. “You get a
feeling that you can turn it up and
push the limit of the volume.”
Fant has ripped out his entire
stock stereo and replaced the system
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Adam Stephens, a fifth-year industrial technology student, installs a car stereo at Lombards Auto
Sound. Avid fans of blowing their eardrums have been known to spend upwards of $10,000 on these
crown jewels of sonic mastery.
with new amplifiers, an Alpine CD
deck and six speakers of various
sizes.
Clark said that replacing a stereo
system with one that packs more of
a punch is not uncommon.

“Music that focuses on rhythm rather than melody

“People between the ages of 17
and 30 spend about an average of
$1,500 on subwoofers and amps for
the car stereo,” Clark said. “And
most stock stereos that come in cars
today don’t produce what people
want to hear.”
Audio Ecstasy owner Jim Moyer

said he finds customers tend to focus
on the quality and clarity of systerns. Moyer said people are inter
ested in the same type of sounds for
their cars and home audio equip
ment.
However, aside from bothering
some of the people around you.

there are adverse effects to loud
music in cars. Music can cause phys
ical harm, create negative reactions
on stress levels and cause problems
with the police.
According to section 27007 of
the California Vehicle Code, no dri
ver of a vehicle shall operate or per
mit the operation of any sound
amplification system which can be
heard outside the vehicle from 50 or
more feet when the vehicle is being
operated upon a highway, unless
that system is being operated to
request assistance or warn of a haz
ardous situation.
Advance Brain Technologies, a
creator of cognitive enhancement
products,
reports the effects of
noise pollution are far more reach
ing than just hearing loss. Persistent
loud sounds have been linked to
headaches, stomachaches, tinnitus,
irritability, loss of sleep, learning
difficulties, heart disease and high
blood pressure.
Levi said that one’s attention is
easily diverted when a person hears
certain types of music. If the music
is unfamiliar or uncommon to the
situation or place, people tend to
get distracted. T he type and volume
of the music are keys to how one
reacts psychologically and physical
ly“It’s not like you’re going to hear
Mozart blasting out of a car,” Levi
added. “Music that focuses on
rhythm rather than melody tends to
be the music that people want to
hear loud. Some music is just meant
to be played loud!”

tends to be the music people want to hear loud. Some
music is just meant to be played loud!*’
D an Le v i

psychology professor

Downtown San Luis Obispo
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H O O K A H

Fremont Theatre 541-2141
m THE BIO FREMONT

ANGER MANAGEMENT (fo.is)

Custom hand-blown glass

Thur 12:30 3:1S6:00S:4S

-ANGER MANAGEMENT (PO-13)

LU
r 1

FRESH Look Colors, Enhancors, Color Blonds:

PIGLETS BIG MOVIE (Q)

Interested in helping...

ThurlOO
ENOS TODAY!

HOUSE OF A 1000 CORPSES<R)

FRESH Look with Handling Tint:

FREE trial pair with comprehensive exam.

(.lev'clopnicfuallv d isab led ?

Thur 300 5:15 7:15 9:45

the h o m eless?

Downtown Centre Cinema
546-8600

kids?

sen ior citizen s?

the environment?

HOLES (PG)

Thur 1:00 3:45 6:30 9:15

BULLETPROOF MONK (PQ-13)
Thur 12:00 2 15 4:45 7;10 9:40

Minimum 2 box (6 pair) purchase required if su cce ssfu l fH.

Find a passion.
M ake it happen.

WHAT A GIRL WANTS (PQ)
Thur 1:30 4:00 6:30 9:00
ENDS TODAY!

GREGG DU ISTERM ARS, OD
628 California, Suite C

-PHONE BOOTH (R)
Thur 1:00 3:15 5:45 8:00 10:15

546-1988

-HEAD OF STATE (PG-13)
Thur 2.45 7.45
ENDS TODAY!

‘(^m prehensive exam required if valid prescription is not available.

Student Community Services is looking for student

Director Coordinators

THE PIANIST (R)
Thur 12:00 3:30 6:45

%TR/milM E.

and

Directors

for various

volunteer programs during the 2 0 0 3 -2 0 0 4 school year
CHICAGO (PQ-13)
Thur 1:15 4:00 6:45 9:30

F » M n f = l= f = ? S IC 3rv JA I

Going to Europe?
Planning on travelling this summer?
Discounted Student & Faculty
Summer airfares are in...and going fast!
Purchase your Eurailpass and receive
Free
a detailed European Rail Map & Timetable.
Call in or e-mail your request!
Phone: 783-7(HK) E-M ail: slo@ tvltm .com
Or st(.p by and see us at Marsh & Broad w/free parking.

B est p ric e s in to w n !
578 California Blvd.
(805) 593-0420

Thur 1:30 400 6:15 900

$40 off purcase of 4 boxes (12 pair)*

FOCUS Night and Day (30-day continuous wear lens)

ID

-MALIBU'S MOST WANTED (PG-13)

$20 off purchase of 2 boxes (6 pair)*

$20 off purchase of 4 boxes (12 pair)*

It

Thur 1:46 4:30 7:15 10:00
ENDS TOOAYI

Rebates available through July 30. 2003

F re e P iz z a !

BASIC (R)
Thur 10:(
10:00 pm
ENDS TODAY!

1
Pick up an application in the Applications due Friday, May 2nd
vSeS office, UU Room 2 1 7 1 , in the SCS office

-OLD SCHOOL (R)
Thur 12:30 5:15 9:45
ENDS TODAY

Student Discounts _

■

find out more today at
Vista Grande Restiirant at 1 1 am

a va ila b le a i b o th th e a tre s

■

Times walid Today ONLY!!

■

Student C om m unity Services
HI;

rtKim 2171. / 7.16.58.14 / w w w .«c*.t al{x>ly.t’ clii
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UU Hour

Message of peace, unity resonates through local band
► Reggae band Resination finds niche,
plays UU Hour today
By Amanda Hippe
M USTANG DAILY STAFF W RITER

Positive vibrations are, undoubtedly, the defining factor in
the success of a small, San Luis Obispo-based reggae band.
Resination — drummer Erik McCornack, vocalist Vance
Fahie, bassist Ian Hartman and guitarist Pat Pearson — has
made it a mission to send the message of peace, love and unity
to all that have an open ear. But how did each of these talent
ed and musically devoted individuals cross each other’s paths?
“It was Jah that brought us together,” Fahie said. “Good
things just naturally gravitate toward each other.”
The beginning started with the vcKals and the bass. Fahie
and Hartman met each other and knew they needed to work
together; Hartman’s deep bass lines were the perfect compli
ment to the powerful lyrics spilling from Fahie’s mouth.
At the time, the two were jamming with other musicians but
weren’t feeling solidity in the music. During their first out-oftown gig, Pearson filled in for the night’s show. He felt the
musical energy he was wanting from Fahie and Hartman and
knew this was where he should be.
Shortly after the three had come together, McCornack was
the last to complete the circle of harmony.
“My old band had just broken up and I was doing some sitin gigs with others,” McCornack said. “I sat in as the drummer
behind Vance, Pat and Ian one night and, just like Pat, I felt it.
I knew this is where I needed to be.”
Immediately the four musicians knew they had struck gold
with the sounds they were producing together.
“It was the vibration," Fahie said. “Everything musically was
there, we just brought the energy.”
More gigs were opening up for them, and reggae music lovers
of San Luis Obispo couldn’t get enough of what they where
sending out.
Flash forward four years to the present, and Resination’s suc
cess can be attributed to some very specific elements. But there
is one primary source that all the members agree on.
“We all have an open ear toward each other,” Pearson said.
Fahie echoed Pearson’s sentiments.
“Tolerance for each other’s individual cre
ative vibe is so important to us as a group,” he

,

Along with the bands tolerance theory,
each member has unique strengths to bring to

COURTESY PHOTO

Harmony in M otion After four years of numerous gigs and spreading the word of Rastafari, local reggae band
Resination has become a favorite of the scene.The band performs today at 11 a.m. on the University Union stage.

“Pat is amazing, he just knows so much about all different
kinds of music,” McCornack said. “This is a great asset when
we are coming up with original music.”
Hartman, who is a devout follower of the teachings of
Rastafari, is responsible for maintaining
the band in the direction true reggae
“it
Jah that brought us music should follow. He and Fahie both
.
j i •
•
have strong foundations in the Rastafari
tOgCthCY. Cj OOu t h in g s JU S t
way, which calls for the spread of peace,
n a t u r a l l y g r a v i t a t e tO W ard
love and unity to everyone willing to hear.
L
L
»
“There is such pctsitivity in the message
OtflCr.
of reggae music that it moves me to want
Vance Fahie to share it with others,” Hartman said.
Fahie and Hartman said they are also
R6Sin3tion VOCdliSt
responsible for teaching this philosophy to

the table. Fahie, for example, is known for his
enthusiastic promoting of the band.
“He is out at every concert, Farmers
Market and (he) gladly talks to people who
want to know more about our band,”
McCornack said. “He is everywhere spreading our name.”
Pearscin brings the musical experience and incorporates genres like jazz, fiink and blues. He plays in two other successful
bands and during the day he teaches guitar to eager musicians.

bandmates.
Both Erik and I came to the philosophy behind reggae
through Vance and Ian, Pearson said. Ever since my

introduction, 1 have really wanted to learn more.”
They both have followed up with individual reading on
Rastafari, and playing the music is a learning experience as
well.
Finally, McCornack rounds the group out with his passion
for understanding the business of music. He works closely with
the band’s manager to make sure they are getting the right gigs
at the right time.
“I really like seeing the whole picture of our music and our
business,” McCornack said.
It is clear to any individual who watches the guys jam
together that there is definitely a deep camaraderie between
them. Pearson said that when they first started out, they were
simply bandmates. They grew as friends, and now they are
brothers.
“In order for a band to have success, they must be a family,”
Pearson said.
And a family Resination definitely is.

Reading 1s Fun

'Hipster Han(dbook'outlines (do's anci (don'ts of fashionable lifestyle
By Laura Newman
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF W RITER

OK, all you deck cronkites and tas
sels, grab a bronson and bust a moby!
Oh, that’s Hipster lingo for “OK,
all you cool guys and girls, grab a beer

'The Hipster Handbook'
ByRobcHt Lanham
Anchor Books, 2002

and hit the dance floor.”
Wait, you aren’t midtown (uncul
tured) enough not to know the
Hipster lingo, are you?
Well, fear not young yuppies.
Robert Lanham’s “T he Hipster
Handbcxrk” will school readers in the
lexicon of Hipster jargon. Hipster
drinks. Hipster bcxrks. Hipster college
campuses and Hipster fashion do’s
and don’ts.
According to “The Hipster
Handbook,” true Hipsters are
painfully lacking on the Cal Poly
campus. To actually behold a Hipster
in their natural habitat, the hand
book recommends that you visit a
private liberal arts college where the
avant-garde rules and the Greek sys
tem drtHils. Cal Poly’s closest Hipster
neighbor is CalArts in Los Angeles,
where posh Hipsters animate for
Disney.
“The Hipster Handbook” isn’t just
for Hipsters, though. The author rec
ommends it for friends and parents of
Hipsters, or anyone interested in the

Hipster culture. Everyone knows one
of the types of people profiled in this
book, and it’s a riot to see just how
well Lanham is able to pinptTint that
postmixlem friend of ours.
Perhaps you’re not sure if you are a
Hipster or not. Here are a few clues
from the handbcHik.
•Do you buy dishes and checkered
tablecloths at thrift stores just to be
kitschy?
•Do you have one Republican
friend whom you always de.scribe as
being your “one Republican friend?”
•Do you position your head on the
pillow at night to maximize cowlicks?
If you answered yes to these ques
tions, Lanham says you are likely a
Hipster.
However, if you are a fan of sub
urbs and vinyl siding, wear Disneycharacter sweatshirts and use phrases
like “Jumping Jehoshaphat” or “Ba da
bing,” you are definitely not a
Hipster.
“The Hipster Handbfxik” will sure
ly have you laughing as you realize
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C h o o sin g a L o o k

TT»Cowtx>y
Is This Style Deck ex

COURTESY PHOT9

Can you dig it? Highlights of the Hipster Handbook include tips for
a job interview (left), including not adressing your interviewer as
'Dude,'as well as examples (right) of what is really in style.
th au h is mysterious and often unclassifiable breed of people lives peaceful
ly amongst us. Whether it’s the guy
with the beret, shoulder bag and Che
Guevara shirt in your politics class or
the surly Bl<Kkbuster employee with
facial piercings who grunts when you
rent a copy of “When Harry Met

Sally,” Hipsters are everywhere.
If, by the end of the book, your
Hipster status is still questionable,
there is a brief quiz that will deter
mine once and for all if you are a
Hipster. I’ll admit to scoring rather
low on the hipness quiz, but 1 enjoyed
the btxjk regardless.
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OPEN HOUSE

University Jazz Band I and the Cal
Poly Wind Orchestra.
“This is a chance to show our
continued from page 1
department off to students,” Cal
Poly Chamber Orchestra conductor
there.”
C lifto n Swanson said. Swanson
This year a section of booths for added that the concert has always
the Greek community.
been a part of Open House, but this
“W e’re goinjii
try to do a Greek is the second year a variety of
zone,” Yamaguchi said. “They will groups from the department have
^et to he all together.”
been featured.
She explained that Open House
Swanson cites the Bicentennial
offers an opportunity for clubs to Celebration as the main reason the
gain prospective members.
concert now features a variety of
“For the clubs on Saturday, it’s a music. They used four ensembles
really big publicity day for them ,” during that celebration, and decid
she said. “For a lot of clubs, it’s ed to keep them for Open House.
probably a big fundraiser.”
Swanson said a concert is rele
T he rodeo will run all three days vant for Open House, because
of Open House at the Cal Poly “there are a lot things that tie
Rodeo Arena and will have Cal together in a sense, with it being
Poly students who travel the profes during Liberal Arts W eek.”
sional rodeo circu it com peting
Sunday will wind down with the
against other West Coast colleges.
Open House G olf Classic.
The
The Cal Poly Rodeo has been tournament is a four-man scramble
around for more than 60 years and open to everyone for a $100 fee, or
has produced world-champion cow $80 with valid student ID. The
boys.
event includes breakfast.
Another popular feature is the
To register for the tournament,
Cal Poly House C oncert, at 8 p.m. or for more information and a com 
on Saturday in the Christopher plete schedule of O pen House
Cohan Center, which has four uni events,
visit
versity ensembles: T he Chamber orientation.calpoly.edu/openhouse
O rchestra,
PolyPhonics,
the or call the Open House office at

O n tu Q ^
San Luis Properties
539 Marsh Street
San Luis Obispo, C'-A 93701

Coming up this week
^Landscape architecture art show- Faculty
and students of the landscape architecture
department will persent their work in the CAED
Gallery in building 5 today from 11 a.m.to 8
p.m. Coursework from students in the five
departments in the College of Architecture will
be presented as well. A reception will be held
Friday at 6 p.m.

R ic a r d o G aeta
Realtor
(805)-783-4422
(805) 441-8432

small greek
loners
BUY ONRjTAN.
GETONBlfR]^| I
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The market is springing up with
wonderful opportunities. When
you or your friends are looking
for outstanding real estate service
please give me a call!

A S I STUDENT
GOVERNMENT

As an engineer in
the U.S. Air Force,
there’s no telling
what you’l l work on.
(Seriously, we can’t te ll you.)

PRESIDENT/VICE PRESIDENT

FOREVER

Kaitlin Ayers/Pedro Vazquez
Luke Pamell/John Paasch

STOKED
W

Alison Anderson/Olga Berdial

May 7-8
8am-4pm

#
^

5

« íT ii

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
AGRICULTURE

Chris Donati
Doug Paasch
Jill Rugani
Jared Samarin
Greg Van Dyke

Ag Bridge
Kennedy Library
Dexter Lawn
Recreation Center
UU Plaza
Campus Market

BUSINESS

Scott Alpi
Blake Bolton
Joseph Erie
Michael Jurewicz
Rory Scerri-Marion
Chandani Patel
Garrett Perez
Gwen Strickland
ENGINEERING

Brian Cameron
Amanda Carlton
Cash Fitzpatrick
Molly Frisbie
Manav (Manny) Malhotra
Brett Schleicher
Matt Schwalbe
Joe Vaccaro

United

States

Air

Force

technology is years ahead of what
you'll touch in the private sector, and
as a new engineer you'll likely be
involved at the ground level of new and
sometimes classified developments.
YouTl begin leading and managing
within this highly respected group
from day one. Find out what's waiting
behind the scenes for you in the
Air Force today. To request more
information, call 1-800-423-U SA F
or log on to airforce.com.

LIBERAL ARTS

Izmael Arkin
Brittany Clark
Stephen Harvey

O * 0 ) í ^ ^ O A
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Rebeca Vasquez
Tracy Watte
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STUD€NT GOVERNM ENT

asi.calpoly.edu/government

SCIENCE S MATH

Victoria (Tori) Pintar

applied
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LACROSSE
continued from page 12
the national title, we have to go
through (the other Final Four teams).
Whoever wins our league has a great
shot at winning the national champi
onship.”
T he Mustangs’ seven-game win
streak, the longest of their season,
came with different lineups forced by
injuries, more than senior midfielder
and club president Andy Parr and
Consolo have seen in the last three
seasons combined.
“Last week (against Chico State)
was pretty exciting,” Parr said. “We
had every player on the team dress
out for the first time all season.”
It might be the last time.
Midfielder Grant Middleton broke
his hand last weekend and is ques
tionable and attackman Peter Reed,
the team’s second-leading scorer, is
taking the MCAT on Saturday. If Cal
Poly gets by U C Santa Barbara, he’ll
drive to Sonoma for Sunday’s game.
The Mustangs had some solid wins
this year but they also had some bad
losses like a 10-9 overtime loss at
Oregon, which may hurt them if they
don’t win out this weekend. Tfie
national tournament takes 16 teams,
nine league champions and seven atlarge bids. The at-large teams are
compared based on record and results
against mutual opponents.
“We’re a bubble team right now,”
Consolo said. “Last week we had to
win or go home. Now we have to win
or keep it close.”
T he game at C hico State on
Saturday was supposedly a foregone
conclusion. The weekend prior. Cal
Poly played there for second place in
the W CLL North. T he winner
received a home game in the first
round and almost locked up a trip to
the Final Four.
The Mustangs lost 10-9 and fol
lowed it up with a bad 18-14 loss to
Santa Clara, one of the league’s cellar
dwellers.
“We’re an emotional team over
all,” Parr said. “We’re kind of streaky
for whatever reason. When we’re on a
roll, we can keep it going.”

Something got Cal Poly rolling
again Saturday. The Mustangs fol
lowed the two losses with a roller
coaster win at the right time.
After taking a 2-0 lead in the
game’s first minute, Chico State tied
the game at 4-4 by halftime and led 75 after three quarters. Cal Poly fought
back to tie it at 7-7 in the fourth
before the two teams traded goals
again and went into overtime dead
locked at 8-8. Reed quickly ended the
game, though, scoring the winning
goal 44 seconds into overtime.
According to Consolo, this victory
is the first time a W CLL team has
won a playoff game on the road, at
least in the last four years.
If the Mustangs can win out this
weekend, they will receive the
WCLL’s automatic bid to the nation
al tournament. If they win the first
game and lose the second, they’ll lock
up an at-large bid but if they go one
and done, they leave it in the selec
tion committee’s hands.
“You better believe there’s a sense
of urgency,” Consolo said. “There is
no future in this sport for any of us.
This is it.”
This year’s team has several seniors
who have played together four years.
This season’s injuries have brought
them closer together and they hope
to pass on that camaraderie.
As the club improves and advances
in the postseason, fewer inexperi
enced players — like Consolo, who
picked it up in college — are able to
excel. W ith the sport taking off in
California high schools, more players
come in having already played,
improving the talent level.
“The older players definitely have
the ability to pass on the exjjerience
and knowledge they’ve learned in
college,” junior defenseman and co
captain Aaron Myers said.
Consolo agreed.
“I hope the future teams can keep
the tradition going,” he said.
The time for the Mustangs — par
ticularly the seniors — is now.
“This team is playing as one cohe
sive unit,” Meyers said. “We’ve all
had two constant goals of making the
playoffs and winning a champi
onship.”
One goal down. One to go.
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NOTEBOOK
continued from page 12
list for the 400 meter hurdles.
M en's an d W om en's G o lf

Mustangs settle for
second place
CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT

round to finish ninth overall. She
shot an 81 in the first round.
T he Cal Poly men’s and
women’s golf teams have finished
their regular seasons and will wait
to find out if any individual players
are asked to compete in the
N CA A Regionals.

SOFTBALL
continued from page 12
bottom half with three runs. After
Roni Sparrey reached on a single,
Chelsy Stoufer got the Mustangs
going with a single of her own to
extend her hitting streak to 12 games.
Holly Ballard then followed with an
RBI double to put the Mustangs on
the board. Cal Poly picked up two
more runs on a Casie Phillips error
that scored Stoufer and pinch runner
Amyjo Nazarenus to make the score
6-3.
Ballard was 2 for 3 with an RBI in
game one.
The Lions added one more run in
the seventh and retired the Mustangs
in order in the bottom half to end the
game.
Sami Strinz picked up the win
while Eva Nelson took the loss.
Nelson is now 5-11 on the season.
In game two. Cal Poly jumped on
the board first with two runs. After a
Chelsea Green single and a
Nazarenus walk, a Lion error allowed
Green to score for a 1-0 lead. Later in
the inning. Shannon Brooks hit a sac
fly to score Nazarenus for the 2-0
advantage.
Although the Lions picked up
three runs in the third, the Mustangs
responded in the bottom half. After
singles by Sparrey and Stoufer,
Ballard followed with an RBI single
followed by another Brooks sacrifice
fly as the Mustangs reclaimed the
lead, 4-3.
Cal Poly would add one more run
in the fourth, when after a Natalie
Carrillo double and a Green single, a
balk scored pinch runner Rebecca
Ramos.
Stoufer extended her hitting streak
to 13 games with a 2 for 3 perfor
mance at the plate. Green was also 2
for 3 in game two and Brooks added
two RBIs.
Cassie Vanderbeek took the win,
going six innings allowing three runs
on seven hits and striking out two.
She is now 7-11 on the season.
Krystal Kehr suffered the loss.
The Mustangs return to action on
Saturday with a Big West doubleheader at Cal State Northridge.

Women's Tennis

Mustangs seeded
No. 1 at Big West

EL DORADO HILLS — The
U C Irvine men’s golf team won the CA L POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT
Big West Conference Men’s Golf
Championship on Tuesday by
The Cal Poly women’s tennis
shooting a 287 in the final round at team enters the 2003 Big West
the Serrano Country Club. The
Championships with an overall
tournament was shortened to two
record of 17-6 overall, while being
rounds due to rain. Cal Poly fin
ranked No. 70 in the country.
ished finished in a three-way tie for
The Mustangs are the No. 1 seed
second place with the University
of Idaho and Long Beach State, this year after posting an 8-1 con
eight strokes behind the Anteaters. ference record. With the No. 1
The Mustangs shot a second round seed the Mustangs earned a bye in
295 for a combined score of 589,13 the first round of play and will face
over par.
the winner of the U C Riverside
The Mustangs finished the first (No. 8), Utah State (No. 9) on
day of play in a three-way tie for
Friday.
first place.
The Big West Championships
U C Irvine’s Mike Lavery won
are being held for the first time at
the tournament individual title by
Blackhawk Country Club in
shooting a 138 combined score.
Aaron Dexheimer finished in Danville, beginning today and run
third place to lead the Mustangs. ning through Sunday.
Head coach Hugh Bream is in
He shot a 72 in the second round
to add to his first round score of 72 his third season at the helm of the
and finish the day with a 144 com Mustangs and has posted a 38-25
bined score.
overall record.
Travis Bertoni finished tied for
Action begins today as No. 7
fifth place with a 146 combined
seed Idaho takes on No. 10 seed
score. Zach King finished tied for
C S Fullerton and No. 8 seed U C
eighth with a 147. Bertoni and
King finished the first day tied for Riverside takes on No. 9 seed Utah
State.
sixth place at one over par 73.
O n Friday quarterfinal action
T he Cal State Northridge
women’s golf team won the Big will begin. C S Northridge will play
West Conference Women’s G olf No. 5 U CSB, No. 3 U C Irvine will
Championships with a combined play No. 6 Pacific, No. 1 Cal Poly
score of 617. C SU N ’s Elizabeth will take on the winner between
Allen won the individual title by U C Riverside/Utah State and
shooting a 142. T he Cal Poly
Long Beach State, the No. 2 seed,
women’s team finished in fifth
will play the winner of Thursday’s
place with a combined score of
Idaho/CS
Fullerton
match.
668. The Mustangs shot a second
round score of 325 after carding a Saturday will be the semifinals,
with the championship scheduled
343 on the first day.
Rebecca
Norris
led
the for 12 p.m. on Sunday.
Mustangs with a 79 in the final

Classified Advertising
G raphic Arts Building, Room 226 Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 (805) 756-1143
Help W a n te d

Em ploym ent

Will train lifeguards
Applications available at
Avila Hot Springs
250 Avila Beach Dr., SLO

Sum m er Cam p C ounselo rs
Decathlon Sports Club Palo Alto 6/23-8/15 9am-4pm
www.decathlonsportsclub.com

Em ploym ent
SUMMER CAM PS
www.daycam pjobs.com

Announcem ents
Resignation is playing UU Hour
today!!
Reggae fever shall take control
for I and I.

Desk C lerk
Full and part time.
Applications available at Avila
Hot Springs
250 Avila Beach Dr., S LO

Lifeguards and Swinn
Instructo rs

I

Announcements
Attention all you audio
fa n a tics:
Don’t m iss out on the audio
experience of a lifetime!
Be sure to stop by the Audio
Engineering S o cie ty Booth
during Open House
located between bldg. 38 and 10

Attention all clubs!!!
P lease do not post fliers for
Open House weekend. The Open
House Committee will be removing
all fliers and sandwich boards from
cam pus on Thursday, April 24th

Skydive Taft
student discount
Tandem $140.00
Accelerated free fall $240.00
Video $70.00
661-765-JUM P
www.skydivetaft.com

TIBETA N BUDDHIST
MEDITATION AND DHARMA TEA CH IN G S with Lam a
Khedrub. Ongoing on W ednesday
evenings, 6:30-8:30pm .
See www.bodhipath-west.org for
details

I

Rental H ousing
60 C a sa St.
Townhouses. Now taking
applications for Sept. 10.
Non-smoker, quiet, no pets.
Houses for rent also!
C all Bea 543-7555

H o m e s For Sale
Houses and condos for sale
For a free list of all houses and
condos for sale in S LO call Nelson
Real Estate 546-1990 or email
steve@ slohom es.com

Personals
Don’t m iss out on your choice of
housing for the 2003-2004 school
year. 1 and 2 bedrooms available.
C all 544-3952 or visit
w w w .slorentals.com .

H o m e s For Sale
View virtually A LL Homes
4 Sale in SLO @

w w w .SLO H om es4Sale.co m
C la ssifie d s are killer!

I

or call Tim Riley @ 748-1197

Hey all you single women out
there! Tired of going on endless
dates, finding no satisfaction?
W ell, look no further! I am a single,
tall, outgoing male who knows how
to treat a lady right.
C all Adam at 440-8504

C la ssifie d s
756-1143
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Cal Poly Men's Lacrosse

Final Four bound
Notebook
M en's an d W om en's G o lf

Bertoni, Dexheimer
earn accolades
CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT

IXTRAD O HILLS —
Freshman Travis Eiertoni was
named to the 2003 Big West
Golf All-Conference First Team at
the conclusion of the Big West G olf
Championships on Tuesday at the
Serrano Country Club in El Dorado
Hills.
Bertoni helped the Mustangs to
a second-place tie with Long Beach
State and University of Idaho. He
shot rounds of 72 and 73 to finish
tied for fifth place individually.
Bertoni recently finished in first
place at the Fidelity National Title
Intercollegiate on April 14 and 15
at the Cypress Ridge G olf Course in
Arroyo Grande by shooting a 204
(66, 66 and 72). He has the lowest
scoring average on the Mustang
team with a 72.26 strokes per
round. In his first season with the
Mustangs, he has seven top-20 fin
ishes, five of which were top-10 fin
ishes.
Senior Aaron Dexheimer earned
Big West G o lf All-Conference
Honorable Mention honors after
finishing third in the 2(X)3 Big
West Championships, shtxiting two
rounds of 72. Dexheimer finished
the seascm with four top-20 finish
es, three of which were top-10 fin
ishes. His average strokes per round
was second best on the team at
73.4.
For the men, Jeff Cobum of U C
Irvine was named Player of the Year
while U C l head coach Paul
Smolinski was named Coach of the
Year.
The
2003
W omen’s AllConference
Team
was
also
announced. Nicole Keller of U C
Irvine earned Player of the Year
honors. Cal State Northridge Head
Coach Bonnie Murphy was named
Coach of the Year.

E
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The Cal Poly club lacrosse team’s
season should’ve ended last weekend
at C hico State. T he Mustangs
shouldn’t be packing for another
weekend on the road.
But they are.
After a 9-8 upset victory at Chico
State on Saturday, Cal Poly goes to
the Western Collegiate Lacrosse
League Final Four at Sonoma State
this weekend. The Mustangs are the
WCLL North’s No. 3 seed and will
play the W CLL South’s top seed, UC
Santa Barbara. The Gauchos are also
No. 3 in the nation. The other Final
Four match-up is between host
Sonoma State (the nation’s top team
and No. 1 in W CLL North) and
Chapman University (W CLL South
No. 2).
Cal Poly is hoping this weekend is
different than the first three games of
the season. In the opener, the
Mustangs lost to U C Santa Barbara
13-9. They then lost their next two
games, to Sonoma State (15-5) and
Chapman (10-9).
After a win and a disappointing 98 loss at Oregon, Cal Poly went on a
tear. T he Mustangs won seven
straight, including a 23-11 rout of
Simon Fraser (Canada), a dominant
team from the Pacific Northwest.
“This league is the toughest com
petition in the nation,’’ senior
defenseman and club treasurer Vinny
Consolo said of the WCLL. “To win

see LACROSSE, page 11
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After upsetting Chico State last Saturday, the Mustangs advance to
the Western Collegiate Lacrosse League Final Four this weekend.

''•cs northridge
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By the numbers

Cal Poly Men's Lacrosse

'Stangs split doubleheader

Two Mustangs are
Athlete of the Week
CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT

see NOTEBOOK, page 11

r i ” trivia

By Ryan McAdams
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Track and Field

Cal Poly junior Jon Takahashi
was named Big West Track and
Field Male Athlete of the Week.
Takahashi ttxik first place at the
Mount SA C Relays in the
decathlon with 7,165 points. The
total broke Cal Poly’s all-time
record for the decathlon by over
100 points.
Cal Poly senitir LeBrcn Martin
was named the Big West Track and
Field Female Athlete of the Week
after placing fourth in the 400
meter hurdles at the Mount SA C
Relays. Martin broke her personal
record with a 58.53 time, which
marked the third time this season
her time was under the NCAA
qualifying standard. Her perfor
mance also Ixxisted her to second
place on the Cal Poly all-time best

schedule

iiY e

A verage round for Cal
Poly fre sh m an Travis
Bertoni th is se a so n .
Bertoni w a s nam ed to
the Big W e st
C o n fe re n ce First Team
Tuesday. He fired
ro u nd s of 72 and 73 to
finish fifth individually at
the co n fe re n ce ch a m p i
o n sh ip s M onday and
T u esd ay at El Dorado
Hills. Bertoni had five
first place fin ish e s th is
se a so n .

* •'

TR IV IA
today’s question

Which NFL receiver holds
the record for receptions in a
game, and how many recep
tions did he have?
Submit answers to: jljackso&calpoly.edu
FILE PHOTO/MUSTANG DAILY

Cal Poly's Stephanie Payan and the rest of the Mustangs improved to 20-31 this season.
CA L POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT

SAN LUIS O BISPO — The Cal
Poly softball team split a nonconfer
ence doubleheader with Loyola
Marymount on Wedne-sday afternoon
at Btib Janssen Field, losing game one,
7-3, before taking game two, 5-3. The

Mustangs are now 20-31 on the sea
son (5-7 Big West) while the Lions
are now 28-18 (9-3 PCSC).
The doubleheader was originally
.scheduled for March 15, but was
rescheduled due to inclement weath
er.

In game one, the Lions jumped out
to a 3-0 lead in the first two innings,
sparked by a two-nm homer by Trisha
Gomes in the first. While the Lions
would extend their lead to 6-0 in the
sixth, the Mustangs responded in the

see SOFTBALL, page 11

Wednesday’s question

Which hitter holds the maior';
league record for strikeouts in ei*
season, and how many
did he haved?
Bobby Bondb^lIBBl
Congratulations Barry Bondsll

Sports editor Jacob Jackson can
be reached at 756-1796 or jljackso@ calpoly.edu.

